Only a few students out of the whole student body are allowed to access it each year. And, it's for defense. So if you ever have to fight a dark wizard, you know what they're capable of. Twilight pressed a hoof to her chest. Rarity imagined flipping through the pages of her book. The physical thing had long since been incinerated by dragonfire, its image nothing but a daydream. But when she focused and cleared her mind of all distractions, she could feel its pages. If Only book. Read 213 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Erin is about to turn thirty and her life is definitely not where she thou... If Only is my first read from Melanie Murphy, who is a Youtuber/Online Personality I am not familiar with. I had high hopes with this book because of the cutesy. Loneliness is the worst reason to go chasing more heartbreak. If only this book wouldn't have ended! If only I hadn't read this book so fast!! If only A.J. Pine had more books so I could at least feel like I wasn't missing something! Ohhh I want to say ...more. By Angela March 25, 2014. Once I started reading it, I could not stop.